
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
STEP ONE: 
Place the charged battery onto the battery tray.  Secure with jumbo band.  
 
STEP TWO:  
Snap together the (3) two-piece poles.  
 
STEP THREE:  
Place the motor pole (the wider pole) in desired location.  Slide the motor bracket on the pole 
and tighten knob so pivot arm sits just out of the water.  
  
STEP FOUR:  
Attach one of your decoy lines to the motor arm swivel.  Unwind shock cord and place loop 
over anchor pole.  Put slight tension on the shock cord.  Repeat process for the second line. 
  

 
 
 
 

System Includes: 
- (1) motor pole 
- (2) line anchor poles 
- (1) motor bracket assembly pivot arm 
- (2) 35 foot lines with shock cord and clips on easy reel 
- (14) decoy bands  
- (1) jumbo battery band  
- (1) 12V Battery 
- (1) 12V battery charger 
- (1) duffel bag carry case 



 

 

STEP FIVE:  
Attach decoys. Place rubber bands on line in desired location pull tight.   

   
 
 
 
 
STEP SIX:  
Attach decoys by placing loop of elastic band around the keel.  For smaller keel decoys, tie a 
knot in the rubber band so it’s snug on the decoy. IMPORTANT: It is crucial that the decoy 
bands have a snug fit onto keels to prevent wear. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
STEP SEVEN:   
Lower the motor so pivot arm is just under the water.  
Connect battery; at anchor poles adjust tension for desired movement by simply moving 
anchor pole closer in or further out. The tighter the line is the more movement you will get .  
The motor is designed to run hundreds of hours if properly maintained. DO NOT 
OVERTIGHTEN THE LINES.  Do not run more than (12) decoys.  If you hear the motor 
struggling, your line is too tight. 
 
THERE ARE THREE JERK ADJUSTMENTS: 
 

 

OPTION ONE 
With a small bolt closest to the motor going through 
both arms will give you a slow and constant motion 
in your spread. 



 

 

 

 
 
TIPS + MAINTINENCE: 

• Mixing different style decoys add a realistic look to your spread. 
• Skimming style ducks with heads down/ duck butts are highly recommended.  
• Adding 1 spreader (sold separately) to each line will give your spread more depth and a 

more natural look. 
• This system is designed to hold up to 12 decoys. 
• Periodically check your decoy bands for wear. 
• Additional replacement parts can be purchased at autojerkdecoysystem.com 

 
 

 
 
 
 

WARNING: KEEP BODY PARTS CLEAR OF ALL MOVING PARTS.  TO AVOID INJURING YOUR DOG, 
RUNNING THROUGH THE SYSTEM PLACE YOUR POLES ABOVE WATER LEVEL.  ALWAYS PROTECT 
YOUR BATTERY FROM SHORTING OUT WHEN IN THE DUFFEL BAG CARRY CASE.   

OPTION TWO 
With the bolt going through the long arm hole closest 
to the motor will give you constant motion in your 
spread with an added jerk pulse.  

OPTION THREE 
With the bolt going through the hole on the V arm 
and not the long arm, will give you constant motion 
within your spread with a bigger jerk pulse. This 
system is delivered to the owner in this setting 
and highly recommended to try before 
changing.  

Apply two drops of gun oil or a shot of 
WD-40 once every couple weeks on 
the top motor shaft to insure peak 
performance.  
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AUTO JERK DECOY SYSTEM LIMITED WARRANTY 

 
 Auto Jerk Decoy System warrants the Auto Jerk 
Decoy System from defects in craftsmanship and 
defective parts.  The Warranty stands for one year from 
date of purchase and defective items must be returned 
with the original receipt. 
 
 Damage to products due to negligence or misuse  
by customer voids the warranty.  Decoy bands are not 
covered by the warranty due to the fact that they will 
wear over time.  Replacement bands can be ordered 
online.   
 
Using this system in salt water voids the warranty.   
 
*Auto Jerk Decoy System is not responsible for shipping 
costs from customer to company. 

 
 
 

Auto Jerk Decoy System 
6910 E Peltier Road 
Acampo, Ca 95220 

  
www.autojerkdecoysystem.com     |    autojerkdecoysystem@gmail.com 


